Monopsony

Almost all antitrust cases target firms that possess power on the seller side of markets. But antitrust law also targets monopsony power—consolidated power on the buyer side. For this reason, antitrust law protects all ‘sides’ of, or trading parties in, a market. Recent research has demonstrated that labor markets in particular have significant competition problems, and wages often exhibit substantial markdowns due to monopsony power. Furthermore, employers engage in practices (like no-poaching agreements and non-compete provisions) that hurt wages, working conditions, benefits, and job mobility. This module explores monopsonies and the way that courts have treated them in the United States, with a focus on labor.

The economic analysis of monopolies and monopsonies is symmetric. Why, then, have courts and regulators been so much more concerned with monopolies? Is it an economic reason, or is it something else?
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